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As I reflect on our journey together over the last five years, I could not be more proud of our teams in Information Services and Quality & Patient Safety for the continued focus on high reliability and a willingness to “break things better.” This innovative spirit has permeated the organization, inoculated our culture, and resulted in regional and national recognition. From the opening of Jacobs Medical Center to the global COVID-19 pandemic, our teams have been challenged in ways we never imagined. This retrospective celebrates the work of these amazing teams and highlights the many accomplishments we have achieved together across UC San Diego, the University of California Health, and with our regional partners.

As I begin my new roles as Chief Medical Officer and Chief Digital Officer, I am excited about our continued journey together to serve our providers, staff, and patients, as a highly reliable, learning health system.

In gratitude,
Chris

Christopher Longhurst, MD, MS
Chief Information Officer, UC San Diego Health (2015 – 2021)
Associate Chief Medical Officer for Quality & Patient Safety (2018 - 2021)
Chief Medical Officer & Chief Digital Officer (2021 – current)
COVID-19 Pandemic Response

The unprecedented challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic called for novel technology solutions. The Information Services and Quality & Patient Safety teams at UC San Diego Health met the challenges presented by the pandemic through the innovative use of technology and teams aimed at supporting our organization.
CA Notify Exposure Notification System
During the global pandemic, Google and Apple partnered to develop technology that would notify users if they had been exposed to people who tested positive for COVID-19. The UC San Diego Health Information Services (IS) team led a pilot program to implement the exposure notification system (ENS) tool at the UC San Diego campus. With the pilot program a success, the CA Notify ENS tool was expanded to six other schools in the University of California system and was adopted statewide across California in early December 2020.

The statewide launch of CA Notify was a culmination of months of iterative design, testing, and implementation work by the IS team. Due to the integral role UC San Diego Health played in executing the pilot program for CA Notify, the California Department of Public Health contracted with UC San Diego Health to implement and support the ENS throughout the state of California. In anticipation of a fast-tracked state-wide launch, the team stood up a high-volume call center in seven days, re-designed and hosted the CA Notify website, architected and managed the system's analytics environment, and supported an evidence-based marketing campaign.

Vaccination Superstations: Front-line COVID-19 Defense at UC San Diego Health
In January 2021, UC San Diego Health partnered with the County of San Diego to set up a drive-thru vaccination superstation adjacent to Petco Park, the home of the San Diego Padres. To quickly stand up a facility capable of vaccinating thousands of San Diegans a day, the UC San Diego IS team quickly sprang into action. The IS team worked to ensure that the 280,000 square foot site with 42 vaccination tents was wired and ready to go before the first patient arrived to be vaccinated.

With only five days between the approval of the Petco Superstation plan and when it was set to open, team members rushed to order, deliver, and install the equipment that would be the technical backbone of the site. During that short time, the team successfully set up 77 WOW (Ergotron) stations, 85 laptops, 85 anti-microbial keyboards/mice, 20 Wi-Fi hotspots, and many other pieces of equipment necessary to run the site efficiently and effectively.

By spring 2021, over 12 million Californians (one quarter of the adult population) downloaded the CA Notify ENS, the best adoption rate in the nation.
complementary accessories such as printers, VoIP phones, and a language interpretation computer.

The team succeeded in getting the site ready in time for opening, although their work was far from over. Each day the site is open, IS technical support personnel were present to troubleshoot any technical problems and ensure a smooth workflow. In addition, the Epic (electronic health record) trainers and analysts played a key role in this project by providing daily training and at-the-elbow support to new volunteers at the superstation. In the course of the 11 weeks, they provided over 3000 hours of support for more than 15,000 registered volunteers.

Following the success of the Petco Superstation, UC San Diego Health opened an additional vaccination station on the UC San Diego campus. The IS team once again stepped up to quickly set up the technology to ready the campus site. This rollout also included pioneering Epic Rover technology for more efficient patient throughput. It allowed scribes and vaccinators to chart the immunization administration on a hand-held device and scan barcodes to reduce data entry errors. Several EMR team members collaborated to ensure a smooth transition and hands-on training for the vaccination staff on this new tool. The campus vaccination station at the RIMAC arena in the North UC San Diego campus area operated until May 2021 to vaccinate UC San Diego staff and UC San Diego Health patients.

FOLLOWING THE SUCCESS OF THE PETCO SUPERSTATION, UC SAN DIEGO HEALTH OPENED AN ADDITIONAL VACCINATION STATION ON THE UC SAN DIEGO CAMPUS.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Rapid Implementation of a Vaccination Superstation
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2776038
Using Data Dashboards to Track COVID-19

When the global COVID-19 pandemic began in early 2020, it quickly became clear that tracking data around infection rates, emergency department visits, and hospitalizations would be critical to providing leaders at UC San Diego and UC San Diego Health with the knowledge they needed to make informed decisions about employee and student health as well as patient care. With the guidance of the UC San Diego Health executive team, Enterprise Reporting Director Jennifer Holland and her team in Information Services created customized COVID-19 dashboards using Tableau software that provided a daily snapshot of key metrics related to operational readiness. The dashboards functioned as the source of truth for Health and UC San Diego campus leadership, helping organize the abundance of data being collected related to the pandemic. To support organizational readiness, the dashboards are sent to all health employees daily, serving as a unifying and transparent dataset across the organization.

The COVID-19 dashboards were created to be agile and could quickly be changed based on feedback from leadership and the evolving needs of the pandemic. The dashboards were an integral component of the Incident Command Center and UC San Diego’s Return to Learn program, helping monitor the positivity rates of students on and off campus.

Since the initial dashboards were developed, the data featured evolved to include COVID-19 vaccine availability, vaccination rates and appointments, student testing compliance, symptom screening for employees, vaccination equity, and contact tracing.

With each new dashboard iteration, the data included helped leaders make crucial decisions for campus and academic medical center operations. The dashboards
have also been leveraged to strategize how to bring the vaccine to underserved communities in the San Diego region and led to the creation of mobile vaccination stations deployed to those communities.

**Connecting Patients and Providers: Telehealth at UC San Diego Health**

Telehealth, a means of connecting providers with patients through video visits, has been a tool used by UC San Diego Health for over a decade. However, once the global COVID-19 pandemic began there was a rapid increase in the need for telehealth technology. The UC San Diego Health Information Services (IS) team, led by Brittany Partridge, Virtual Care Technical Lead, quickly responded to ensure that providers and patients could easily access telehealth services. Brittany and her team set up a command center to oversee the rapid scaling of telehealth services.

Over just a few days, the IS team at an internal command center ensured the telehealth technology could be quickly scaled to provide over 1,200 telehealth visits a day. During that time, the team trained over 600 providers and enabled video visits in over 390 departments. The scaling to 1,200 visits a day was a 1000% increase over the previous telehealth visit volume. To accomplish this large telehealth expansion, the team immediately deployed the hardware (Apple iPads) needed for telehealth visits. Team members hand delivered or arranged pickup of over 150 iPads to providers in just a few days.

Realizing that patients would also need assistance, the IS team helped patients become proficient with telehealth technology. Medical students and clinical volunteers, led by Director of International Clinical Program Operations Stacy Holberg, made hundreds of outreach calls to patients to ensure they were comfortable using the technology. The call center hours for MyUCSDChart, the platform used to conduct video visits, were also extended to allow patients to get additional help. To increase accessibility to the diverse populations served by UC San Diego health, the team translated technology tip sheets in other languages and interpreters were added to video visits so that patients with a primary language other than English could participate. In addition, the team enabled multi-provider visits where more than one provider could be present during a video visit. This provided a continued learning experience for medical students and residents who could still shadow providers during a time when all visits were remote. Paul Guthart, member of the Epic Training Team, ensured that consistent training on Telehealth visit workflows and technology was available to all newly hired providers by creating an eLearning video. This video illustrates the Telehealth visit experience from both provider and patient perspectives and has become an important part of onboarding training at UC San Diego.

The implementation of telehealth to nearly all UC San Diego Health providers has been successful with providers and patients using the technology every day. The IS team continues to evaluate the program, sharing best practices and optimizing workflow for providers and offering technical support to patients. The rapid scaling of telehealth services was a response to the pandemic, but the ability for patients and providers to connect virtually is here to stay.
Patient Experience

Providing the best experience for our patients to foster healing is central to our mission. Information Services and Quality & Patient Safety have implemented programs and procedures to ensure our patients are safe, connected, and informed during their visits to UC San Diego Health.
Dr. Joseph Califano uses telehealth technology to connect with patients.
An Epic Migration: Aligning Student Health Records

The UC San Diego Health Information Services (IS) team continually strives to use technology to better serve the needs of patients and improve processes for clinicians and patient care providers. Using this approach, the IS team responded to a request from UC San Diego Chancellor Pradeep Khosla to bring UC San Diego students’ health records onto the health system’s Epic electronic health record (EHR) platform, becoming the first of the UC campuses to leverage their health system’s Epic capabilities in this way.

Prior to August 2019, UC San Diego’s Student Health Services (SHS) and Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) used a separate EHR system. Their move to the health system’s Epic EHR platform provided students with better continuity of care should they need to access services in the health system. In addition, the robust Epic EHR provided features and functionality to make getting care and administering care easier for students and providers alike. For example, students

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Student Health Records
Employee Health Records: An Epic Transition
The COVID-19 pandemic became the catalyst for a project that had long been discussed at UC San Diego Health — the transition of employee health data to the Epic electronic health record (EHR) system. Moving the employee health organization to Epic allowed employee health records to be stored in a secure, consolidated location.

The implementation of the project began in the spring of 2020 and was first leveraged as a way for employees to schedule and receive results of COVID-19 tests online. By using Epic for employee health records, UC San Diego Health was able to test employees efficiently and effectively for COVID-19. It also enabled the health system to track COVID-19 positivity rates for employees, providing critical information that guided decision-making by leadership.

The use of Epic for UC San Diego student health records provided an unforeseen benefit when the COVID-19 pandemic hit the U.S. in March 2020. Leaders at UC San Diego recognized a need to keep students who remained on campus safe during the pandemic, while also charting a path for off-campus students to safely return. After consulting with a variety of experts, UC San Diego launched “Return to Learn” in May 2020. A key component of that plan was to make COVID-19 testing readily available to the 5,000 students who remained on campus. Because student health records were already integrated into the UC San Diego Health Epic EHR system, scheduling tests, getting results, and tracking infections was much easier, thus keeping students healthy and enabling the entire student body to return to campus in the fall of 2021.

Patient Experience

can request appointments online, send messages to providers, view test results, request prescription refills, and schedule online telehealth video visits.

The use of Epic for UC San Diego student health records provided an unforeseen benefit when the COVID-19 pandemic hit the U.S. in March 2020. Leaders at UC San Diego recognized a need to keep students who remained on campus safe during the pandemic, while also charting a path for off-campus students to safely return. After consulting with a variety of experts, UC San Diego launched “Return to Learn” in May 2020. A key component of that plan was to make COVID-19 testing readily available to the 5,000 students who remained on campus. Because student health records were already integrated into the UC San Diego Health Epic EHR system, scheduling tests, getting results, and tracking infections was much easier, thus keeping students healthy and enabling the entire student body to return to campus in the fall of 2021.
The move to Epic for employee health records also provided a way to quickly schedule employees for the flu vaccine in the fall of 2020. Employees were able to self-schedule flu vaccinations and could choose from an array of options such as peer-to-peer, drive-up stations, or small satellite clinics. Using Epic to schedule employee flu vaccination was also a way to test the system for use when the COVID-19 vaccine became available. When the vaccine did become available to employees in December 2020, the use of Epic for employees made it easy for employees to schedule their COVID-19 vaccine.

The effort to transition employee health records to Epic was a truly collaborative effort, with team members from the Center for Occupational & Environmental Medicine (COEM), ambulatory, revenue cycle, cadence, Health Information Management (HIM), MyChart, Web, ancillary applications, reporting, enterprise systems, data integration, population health, security, training team, regulatory, compliance, and project management all working together in harmony to make the employee health record transition successful.

MyUCSDChart App
Recognizing the need for mobile access to electronic health records (EHRs), the members of the IS team worked with their counterparts at UC Irvine to develop the MyUCSDChart app that enables patients to access their EHRs on Apple and Android Devices. First deployed in May of 2018, a more customized and enhanced version of the MyUCSDHealth app was launched in September 2018.

The MyUCSDChart app has been a key piece of technology for UC San Diego Health patients, who can use the app to schedule in-person and video visits, reserve a time for urgent and express care visits, communicate with their providers, request prescription refills, receive reminders for immunizations and other preventive care, view test results, complete pre-visit forms and electronic check-in, and pay their bills or co-pay.

Once the COVID-19 pandemic began, the app became pivotal in providing telehealth visits, allowing patients continued access to the quality care provided by UC San Diego Health.

Technology Support for New Facilities
As UC San Diego Health continues to grow, the technology needs of patients and facilities have expanded as well. When Jacobs Medical Center at UC San Diego Health opened in late 2016, it was the culmination of many months of technology planning by the Information Services (IS) department. The 245-bed medical and surgical specialty hospital required the integration of advanced imaging and surgical technologies with comforting environmental elements designed to enhance the healing experience for patients.

The Jacobs Medical Center opening was an “all hands-on deck” effort by the IS team, which provided leadership and a wide range of support in areas including clinical applications, servers, telecommunications, and imaging. Field technicians were also onsite to immediately address issues that arose. The IS team’s work ensured there was a state-of-the-art technology infrastructure when the facility opened.

THE IS TEAM CONTINUALLY STRIVES TO USE TECHNOLOGY TO BETTER SERVE THE NEEDS OF OUR PATIENTS AND IMPROVE PROCESSES.
For Jacobs Medical Center patient room technology, the IS team took an innovative approach by coupling electronic health records (EHR) and room controls with mobile devices. Every patient room was equipped with iPads that control lights, blinds, temperature, and entertainment, as well as providing access to a patient’s records and their care team.

While preparing to open the Koman Family Outpatient Pavilion in 2018, the IS team faced new challenges. The pavilion offers an array of integrated outpatient services including clinical care and translational medicine. Connecting the various clinics within the facility meant implementing new technologies. Adding to the challenge was that every new technology needed a security review before being used. Anything that had an Internet Protocol (IP), from fridges to phone systems, needed to be vetted for security. The IS team led the security review for all equipment and technologies, which was a time-consuming effort, but necessary to ensure technology security. The IS team also worked on decommissioning older equipment and moving equipment from other departments and buildings to the new facility.

For each step of the project, the IS team kept the needs of patients and providers in mind. During the selection of new technology carts, the IS team held a “cart festival” where team members and providers could assess each cart and determine which type of cart would best suit their needs. To ensure a great patient experience, the team brought in the medical teams and fake patients for a test run of equipment, information systems, and connectivity before the facility opened.

Although the opening of Jacobs Medical Center and Koman Family Outpatient Pavilion was a massive endeavor, the two new facilities expanded inpatient and outpatient care options by providing the latest technologies and therapies. Patients now have many more options for receiving the best care at UC San Diego Health.
UC San Diego Health Chief Medical Information Officers Dr. Marlene Millen, Dr. Brian Clay, and Dr. Amy Sitapati.
Caregiver Experience

Our teams in Information Services and Quality & Patient Safety support the work of our providers by delivering the technology and tools they need to thrive. From facilitating new ways to connect with patients to maximizing the efficiency of electronic health records, our efforts are focused on easing the technology challenges faced by providers.
Brittany Partridge displays an iPhone used by UC San Diego Health clinicians.
Enabling Patient and Provider Connections Through Technology
At UC San Diego Health, the focus on patient wellbeing goes beyond medical care. Leaders in the Information Services (IS) department leverage technology to enhance the experience of patients at clinics and hospitals.

This focus on patient wellbeing can be seen in the use of iPads in the inpatient rooms at Jacobs Medical Center. When Jacobs Medical Center opened in 2016, the IS team deployed iPads to each single occupancy room in the medical center. The iPads control the thermostat, blinds and television in the room and contain entertainment apps for patients to enjoy during their stay. These iPads can also be used by patients to access their MyUCSDChart account, via MyChart Bedside, where they can view their care team, see a list of their medications, scheduled care, education materials, and more.

UC San Diego Health IS team members have also worked to ensure that patient care providers have the technology they need to quickly communicate while in clinic. In 2019, IS deployed more than 700 iPhones installed with a mobile app called Rover that provides secure access to the health system’s Epic electronic health record (EHR). Providers can use Rover on the iPhones to contact each other, receive alerts, review medications, and even perform wound imaging.

Following the successful launch of the iPhones in clinical settings, IS has received requests from areas across the health system to implement iPhone use. The IS team continues to deploy and support iPhones across the organization, with nearly 1000 iPhones put into service during the first half of 2021.

Improving Pharmacy Operations Through Willow Ambulatory
Prior to 2019, UC San Diego Health used a variety of software systems in ambulatory pharmacy operations. The Department of Pharmacy and Information Services (IS) team recognized the opportunity to bring the discharge and community pharmacies onto the Epic electronic health record (EHR), ensuring a seamless and integrated prescription experience for patients and clinicians. Pharmacy stakeholders and analysts on the IS team implemented Epic Willow Ambulatory software for UC San Diego Health pharmacies in February 2019, which had an immediate impact in both operational continuity and budget savings.

The new fully integrated system was embraced and appreciated by clinicians, pharmacists, and pharmacy staff who found it more efficient and easier to use than the prior software systems. With the Epic Willow Ambulatory software clinicians could quickly see if there were any insurance issues with therapies or medications prescribed while patients were still in the hospital. Pharmacists could also view notes and other important information from doctors in a patient’s profile.

The initial budget reduction of transitioning the pharmacies to Epic Willow Ambulatory was $58,000, with additional savings realized as the project progressed. Currently, there is an annual savings of $120,000 with the use of Epic software by health system pharmacies.

After the successful implementation of the Epic Willow Ambulatory at UC San Diego Health pharmacies, the IS team provided guidance and assistance to the University of California Irvine (UCI) Health in implementing the same software. UCI has also realized cost savings and improved efficiency after deploying the software.

Shiley Eye Institute: Transitioning to Kaleidoscope
With the majority of clinical specialties live on Epic, it was determined that the Shiley Eye Institute at UC San Diego Health would benefit from a transition to an updated electronic health record (EHR) system. The decision was made to transition the institute to the health system’s
Sprinting to Support Providers

Medical providers often face challenges in using technology to accompany patient care. Entering information into a patient’s electronic health record (EHR) is time consuming. Providers can feel that they are spending more time on record keeping than assisting patients, leading to EHR fatigue. To address this issue, the UC San Diego Health Information Services and the Transformational Health Team lead a joint effort to help optimize the use of EHRs by medical providers called the Sprint project.

In early 2020, the Sprint project began with Internal Medicine to support providers by increasing efficiency and reducing fatigue with the Epic EHR system used at UC San Diego Health. Objectives for the Sprint project included an increase in provider scores in engagement, EHR usability ranking, and efficiency.

During each project, the Sprint team begins with a review of possible issues the providers are having and schedules one-on-one custom training with providers. The custom training gives providers key tips on EHRs and workflow updates. If providers identify specific workflow issues related to EHRs, the Sprint team members work with analysts to review and find solutions.

The Sprint team can track the amount of time providers use the system before and after Sprint training. The data demonstrates that the Sprint project has successfully helped providers significantly decrease their time using EHRs by enabling them to become more efficient and maintain that efficiency over time.

Because the Sprint team spends a significant amount of time with at each clinic or group, typically six to eight weeks, the team prioritizes launching the Sprint project to the areas that have the lowest efficiency scores. An executive team reviews and selects the areas where the Sprint team will be deployed next. The Sprint project has been utilized by a quarter of providers at UC San Diego Health to date and the rollout of the project continues to increase EHR efficiency for the entire health system.
Stroke Team Coordinators, left to right: Michelle Deligencia, Teneille Geib, and Rose Fritts
Service Quality

We aim to provide the highest level of quality for our providers, faculty, and staff at all times. Over the past five years we have implemented initiatives and new technologies that enable easier and faster support for our clients.
Clinical Quality Improvement team. Left to right: La Shelle Smith, Kristin Bray, DeLee Glasser, Ashley Gambhir, Ana Lucas, Michelle Deligencia, and Nick Hilbert.
Bringing Technology to Patients and Providers: UBar

UBar was created in 2019 to provide one-on-one mobile support of UC San Diego Health technology tools to patients and providers. Kyle Ficklin-Badaloni, Clinical Applications Professional and UBar ambassador, is available in-person at various UC San Diego Health locations providing walk up assistance to patients and providers.

The UBar ambassador assists patients with signing up for the MyChart patient portal and providers with downloading mobile applications such as Haiku or Canto, which are part of the Epic electronic health record system.

These services offer time savings for patients and providers alike. Kyle also created QR codes that can be scanned by a smartphone to assist with downloading apps. Prior to using the QR codes, configuring apps like Haiku or Canto could take 6 minutes or more. Now it only takes 30 seconds.

During the global COVID-19 pandemic UBar support pivoted to create QR codes to help assist patients (at all UC locations) in downloading the CA Notify Exposure Notification System, employee COVID testing, and COEM. UBar QR codes have been scanned over 45,000 times! UBar ambassadors also delivered iPads to providers to facilitate telehealth visits.

Post-pandemic, UBar is looking to expand the number of ambassadors at UC San Diego Health medical facilities to support an expanded number of patients and providers.

Oracle Cloud Collaboration

In an effort to unify the financial systems across the UC San Diego campus and at UC San Diego Health, the Information Services (IS) team worked with their campus IT counterparts to bring a single financial system to the entire organization. The Oracle Financial Cloud / General Ledger initiative was a collaborative UC San Diego-wide initiative to implement a single General Ledger and Financial Information System across campus, UC San Diego Health and the UC San Diego Foundation. This was accomplished by replacing the campus mainframe general ledger (IFIS) and the health mainframe general ledger (DBS) and consolidating to a single cloud-based system by Oracle.

This complex Oracle Financial Cloud (OFC) project involved close coordination across many teams from both UC San Diego Health and campus. Additionally, collaboration was required between UC San Diego and the UC Path Center in Riverside due to the significant integration requirements between OFC and UC Path PeopleSoft. UC San Diego successfully implemented the OFC in July 2020, allowing increased collaboration and standardization of UC San Diego financial systems.
Using Data to Drive Decisions: Tableau for Enterprise Analytics

UC San Diego Health has a plethora of data across the enterprise, but prior to 2018 there was not a unified system to manage, access, and utilize the data for patient care or operations. That changed when Tableau was implemented as the enterprise analytics tool across UC San Diego Health in 2018. Analysts create unique dashboards that enable UC San Diego Health leadership with information critical to manage patient care and track overall health system operations. The dashboards are geared to showcase key performance indicators (KPI) and operational views that help various departments with many dashboards containing real-time data.

The use of Tableau in the health system was guided by the UC San Diego Health Enterprise Analytics Steering Committee which assesses organizational needs and makes recommendations on how the software can best support organizational goals. The steering committee provides strategic direction and oversight for the overall data and analytics program including aligning resources, processes and toolsets across the enterprise to support clinical care, operations, research, strategy, education, and innovation. To ensure data privacy, the committee also created policies on who can share data, what data they can share, and what the process is for sharing data ensuring strong data governance for metrics and reports.

To help support the use of Tableau across the enterprise, a subcommittee was established to provide training to team members interested in developing within Tableau. The subcommittee is comprised of analytics point people inside and outside of Information Services who have access to Tableau and hold office hours, help to train users and can work directly with departments to assess needs. There are now over 100 Tableau developers at UC San Diego Health who have been properly trained to use the software.

In addition, Alanna Andrews, Enterprise Analytics analyst, focused her Lean Six Sigma Black Belt project on developing an eLearning module for Tableau. In less than 15 minutes, this course covers important Tableau reporting basics ranging from PHI best practices to auto-populating filters and ensures that Tableau training is consistent and easily accessible to anyone. To find out more, search for “UCSDH-Tableau User Training” (06HSMVBCE0001) on the UC Learning Center.

Since the implementation of Tableau, it has become the gold standard of data analytics software at UC San Diego Health, averaging over 16,000 views per month. The rapid adoption of the software also provided an unforeseen benefit when the COVID-19 global pandemic began. Dashboards created in Tableau were used by organization leaders to closely track hospital admissions, COVID-positive test results, COVID vaccination rates and local infection rates. This data was then used to prioritize pandemic response across the organization.

The use of Tableau continues to evolve based on departmental and organizational needs. Data analytics in clinical research, population health, patient safety, and by affiliated physician groups continue to be used to ensure patients receive optimal care and clinicians have information crucial to making informed decisions.

Slicer Dicer

In the spring of 2017, the Information Services (IS) Enterprise Analytics team implemented a new tool in the Epic electronic health record (EHR) system that providers and researchers can use to investigate health trends among patient populations. The SlicerDicer is a self-service, hypothesis testing tool within Epic that allows users to explore population data. When using SlicerDicer, users can investigate a hunch and then quickly refine or reformulate their searches to better understand their patient populations.
Implementing SlicerDicer empowered providers and researchers to explore their own theories about trends in the patient population and reduced the amount of requests sent to the IS analytics team. SlicerDicer takes longitudinal patient data documented in Epic and allows users to identify trends in a specific set of patients or across the entire health system. To protect patient privacy, the SlicerDicer provides a high-level overview of trends without patient level details. With the spring 2021 addition of population health to SlicerDicer, users can also include geographic data in their SlicerDicer metrics, providing a snapshot of how location affects patients. The new population health data in SlicerDicer can uncover geography-based patient trends and help target populations for interventions if needed.

**Measuring Quality and Safety: A Journey to High Reliability**

In recent years, UC San Diego Health has received stellar hospital ratings by Vizient, CMS, *U.S. News & World Report*, and Leapfrog, the leading organizations that rank and rate hospitals. These rankings and ratings are a culmination of a coordinated effort across UC San Diego Health to deliver the safest care of the highest quality and reflect mile markers on our journey to high reliability.

To closely monitor quality and safety measures, the Quality Public Profile Committee was formed to make recommendations on improvement areas and to oversee the collection, analysis, and submission of data by which the health system is measured. The committee has broad representation including members from each UC San Diego Health Institute, physicians, APPs, and administrative leaders and is chaired by Chad VanDenBerg, Chief Quality & Patient Safety Officer and former CIO Chris Longhurst, MD, now Chief Medical Officer & Chief Digital Officer at UC San Diego Health. Peter Chu, Project Manager, Quality & Patient Safety, helped organize and facilitate the committee’s work. The committee was initially formed to focus efforts specific to the *U.S. News & World Report* rankings but quickly moved into guiding efforts across each of the hospital ranking and rating agencies.

The committee worked closely with the UC San Diego Health Information Services (IS) and Quality Analytics teams to develop dashboards in Tableau that are used to track safety measures, including mortality, readmissions, infections, and experience. These dashboards allow deeper transparency into quality and safety metrics and provide the committee with essential and actionable information.

The organizational focus on quality and safety, guided by the Quality Public Profile Committee, has helped
the health system make improvements that lead to significant gains in the hospital ratings. Since the fall of 2019, UC San Diego Health has attained and sustained “A” safety grades from Leapfrog, which reflect highly reliable safety structures, processes, and outcomes, for both its Hillcrest and La Jolla hospitals. This “A” rating was a significant improvement from the “C” grades the hospitals received in 2017. Similarly, UC San Diego Health regained its #1 in San Diego ranking by U.S. News & World Report in 2020 after losing this designation in 2017. By focusing on quality and patient safety and by using data analytics to guide organizational priorities, UC San Diego Health is once again publicly recognized for the outstanding care that it provides to its community through these accolades. The most important aspect of the efforts to focus on quality and safety is the improved outcomes for patients. It is patients that inspire UC San Diego Health to remain committed to the journey to high reliability.

Implementing a New Path: UC Path at UC San Diego Health

Beginning in 2017, the University of California Office of the President (UCOP) began implementing UC Path, a UC-wide initiative to migrate every campus to a single human resource management and payroll system.

UC San Diego went live with UC Path (Payroll, Academic Personnel, Timekeeping, and Human Resources) in June 2020 after months of work and preparation.

Collaboration was key to getting the project implemented at UC San Diego. Many teams from both UC San Diego and UC San Diego Health worked in tandem to move the campus and academic health system from multiple human resources software systems to UC Path. Internal coordination between the Information Services, finance, payroll, and human resources teams helped convert over 12,000 health system employees to UC Path. Significant collaboration with UCOP, the UC Path Center in Riverside, and Huron also made the project possible.

The implementation of UC Path at UC San Diego and UC San Diego Health has enabled all UC locations to standardize business processes and allowed UC San Diego Health to modernize the systems supporting their business operations.
The Virtual Research Environment

- A virtual desktop on your desktop
- Highly secure — quarantined from the Internet
- Closely monitored
- Multiple analysis tools
  - SAS
  - R Studio
  - Python
  - MatLib
- Connects to clinical research systems
  - eVeros (CTMS)
  - REDCap
  - Tableau for Research
  - “Data Commons”

UC San Diego Health Information Services and Quality & Patient Safety
Information Services and Quality & Patient Safety are at the forefront of using technology to address current needs while planning for the future. Through programs designed to foster innovation, we are working to bring the next generation of health tech to UC San Diego Health today.
Using Technology to Track Population Health
The UC San Diego Health Information Services (IS) team has continued to mature a number of innovative and cutting edge tools that serve as best in class in population health informatics. These products are based on the core infrastructure of population health registries that serve to provide the grouping backbone that make determining the right care for patients scalable and efficient. The IS team has experience and expertise that is unparalleled. In the past five years, the team has enhanced existing registries, improved architecture infrastructure, and scaled tools outside of the service area. There are currently 161 active registries containing 7,515 metrics that include 11 million duplicated lives. These include 36 chronic disease registries, 21 managed care registries, 17 wellness registries, and many more. A few of the most notable registries have included “Get with the Guidelines” stroke registry that streamlines national reporting, homelessness in the past year, COVID-19 registries, and emergent general surgery.

Population health has a suite of tools that enhance workflows, knowledge, and ultimately care delivery to patients. These include the artificial intelligence, SlicerDicer, digital health, social determinants of health, and the social deprivation index. UC San Diego Health in the past five years has matured beyond typical risk scores such as atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) and introduced a number of cloud computing models that provide predictive analytics such as risk of no show, unplanned re-admission, remaining length of stay, and deterioration index to name a few. In digital health, working with the UC San Diego Health Population Health Services Organization, 1,627 patients have a digital experience with tele-retinal exams, digital health coaching, integrated glucometer data, and integrated home blood pressure cuffs. Additionally, the SlicerDicer models have moved beyond the base patient model to include other data models such as births, surgeries and invasive procedures, and visits. These provide real time ad hoc reporting opportunities to quickly identify cohort and volume estimates. There are now 860 users with 4,853 active SlicerDicer query sessions.

At a patient level, collection of social determinants of health continue to be scaled. These practices now have active standards in primary care to screen all patients for depression, alcohol use, and tobacco use. Related to tools that identify contextual structural barriers to care, the social deprivation index called healthy places index has also been incorporated. This maps local census block information for every patient that is active at UC San Diego Health. Using population health tools has helped providers better identify at-risk patients and provides insight into the challenges patients face in obtaining care.

Harnessing Data for Research and Patient Safety
When the inaugural Health Data Day was held at the UC San Diego School of Medicine campus in 2018, it was an innovative opportunity to educate UC San Diego faculty, staff, and students about the wealth of data available for research at UC San Diego Health. With over 20 billion clinical data observations available to researchers, Health Data Day provided essential information on how to access and analyze the data and provided instruction on the regulatory and institutional policies that govern data access and safeguard patient privacy and data security.

Health Data Day was organized by the Information Services (IS) team at UC San Diego Health. The goal of the event was to more deeply engage the UC San Diego community in clinical research and quality improvement by demonstrating the available data and data-extraction tools. Topics covered during the 2018 and 2019 events included using the SlicerDicer tool in Epic, the health system’s electronic health record, using the UC Data Warehouse for research, block chain, wearable technologies, artificial intelligence and machine learning, and privacy and compliance.

Although Health Data Day 2020 did not take place due to the global COVID-19 pandemic, the event will continue with the goal of showcasing available health data and data tools to the UC San Diego community in the future.
Health Hack-a-thon

In 2017, UC San Diego Health sponsored the first UC Health Hack, a two day hack-a-thon that brought UC San Diego students, researchers, physicians, and industry professionals together to tackle pressing issues in global health and medicine. The hack-a-thon event was organized by Information Services’ Andrew Greaves, Enterprise Cloud Architect, and Tracy Magee, Clinical Systems Manager, with sponsorship also provided by partner health organizations Rady Children’s Hospital-San Diego, UC Irvine Health, and Amazon Web Services.

UC Health Hack engaged students from across the UC campus and in the community to solve real-world problems. Participants were given a general healthcare problem to consider, like home healthcare, and were challenged to create innovative solutions to the issue. With the guidance of mentors and healthcare experts, participants used technology to present viable solutions to the problem.

After two days spent on developing projects, participants presented their ideas to a panel of experts who chose the winning teams. Prizes ranged from $5,000 for the first place team to $1,000 for third.

The UC Health Hack has become an annual event, with another successful hack-a-thon being held in 2019 and a virtual event taking place in 2021.

Leading Change Through Strategic Planning

The relationship between patient care and technology has become ever more symbiotic and complex. Similarly, UC San Diego Health’s need for the technical expertise and strategic partnership Information Services (IS) can provide has significantly increased. How best to support the health system and be good stewards of finite IS resources and capacity presents a unique challenge.

But, the thoughtful and organized approach brought to UC San Diego Health by PMO Director Nicole May and her team has made the organization’s strategic technology planning and prioritization process easier and more transparent. When Nicole joined the IS department in 2018, there were multiple processes for requesting projects and budget items with little cohesive planning, resulting in what seemed like constantly shifting priorities and heroic efforts to execute projects. Nicole and her team established a structured intake and assessment process that enables leadership to predict needs and plan for them, while allowing for flexible decision-making as priorities change. Now, strategic portfolio management occurs year-round enabled by detailed portfolio analysis, project surveillance, results tracking, and governance. In addition, IS engages leadership from across the health system to participate in an annual planning process where stakeholders present project ideas and participants are invited to provide feedback and ultimately vote on the projects IS will undertake each fiscal year. Through this process and the ongoing project governance system established by the PMO, IS is a valued and trusted partner that is tightly aligned with organizational goals.

The adoption of this new strategic planning process was useful when the COVID-19 pandemic began. UC San Diego Health leaders were able to quickly shift strategic priorities to address the pandemic while having a clear picture of how these changes would impact other technical work.
The new strategic planning and project management process has been so successful at UC San Diego Health that Nicole and the PMO team are training project offices at other University of California campuses in their methods. Named “PM Lite” the process has been implemented at several campuses and is becoming the standard across the UCs.

**Center for Health Innovation**

The Center for Health Innovation at UC San Diego, launched in September 2021, aims to develop, test and commercialize technologies that make a real, measurable difference in the lives of patients.

Initial projects for the new center will focus on refining the virtual visit experience for patients with technologies like wearable sensors that can monitor chronic conditions. The goal is to focus on older adults, high-risk patients with diabetes and hypertension and patients in hard-to-reach geographies.

The Center for Health Innovation is partnering with and modeled after the University Health Network’s (UHN) Techna Institute, jointly located within the organization’s hospital sites and at the University of Toronto. Techna Institute, in partnership with others, has designed innovative products now used in hospitals in clinics.

UC San Diego Health and TECHNA Institute first collaborated on CA Notify, a smartphone-based system built on Google-Apple exposure notification technology, to help quell the SARS-CoV-2 surge. It is estimated that 1 in 3 California residents over the age of 18 now uses CA Notify.

The new center will be located on the La Jolla campus of UC San Diego. Collaborators will include
the UC San Diego Design Lab, Qualcomm Institute, and Jacobs School of Engineering. Center for Health Innovation website: healthinnovation.ucsd.edu

Innovations in Clinical Research

Translating medical discoveries and innovations to the bedside is a complex process. Technology is a key component of translational medicine and the Information Services (IS) team at UC San Diego Health provides technical expertise and leadership to support clinical research and implementation.

Leading the strategy and support for translational medicine is Michael Hogarth, MD, Chief Clinical Research Information Officer for UC San Diego Health. Since joining UC San Diego Health in 2018, Hogarth has led projects to leverage cloud computing to improve research security, optimize the use of electronic health records (EHRs), and build the next generation of clinical research infrastructure.

Under the leadership of Dr. Hogarth, UC San Diego has become a trailblazer in building a secure clinical research cloud environment. Dr. Hogarth worked with IS Enterprise Cloud Architect Andrew Greaves, and Amazon Web Services (AWS), a cloud-based host for a suite of research tools, to create the UC San Diego Health Secure Clinical Research Cloud on AWS. The research cloud is a state-of-the-art secure computing environment where research can take place without access to or from the internet. This enables researchers to work on a virtual research desktop and perform computation on sensitive data such as protected health information from the electronic health record (EHR) protected by some of the most sophisticated and robust cybersecurity protection available.

The AWS cloud space is also used to leverage the health system’s data and examine it for research, quality, and safety. One area where AWS is being used to improve patient outcomes is in sepsis prevention. AWS uses machine learning to predict when sepsis is likely to occur in a patient, which allows the care team to enact sepsis prevention measures.

Using AWS to track potential infections became especially important during the COVID-19 pandemic. As Director of Biomedical Informatics as the Altman Clinical and Translation Research Institute (ACTRI), Dr. Hogarth learned of an artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm that had been developed by Albert Hsiao, MD, of the UC San Diego School of Medicine, to assist clinicians in detecting atypical pneumonia, a type of pneumonia common in COVID-19. Trained with 22,000 notations by human radiologists, the algorithm overlays X-rays with color-coded maps that indicate pneumonia probability. Facilitated by UC San Diego Health’s Clinical Research IT team, Dr. Hsiao’s AI method has been deployed across UC San Diego Health in a clinical research study that allows any physician or radiologist to get an initial estimate regarding a patient’s likelihood of having pneumonia within minutes, at point-of-care. With this information, the patient care team can quickly decide if a patient should stay in the hospital for supportive care or could be sent home and monitored if signs of pneumonia are not detected.

Moving forward, Dr. Hogarth will continue to use AWS to enhance clinical research capabilities, from developing a self-serve research environment to optimizing AWS workspaces.

Marlowe McCray
Director of Finance, Information Services

Partnerships & Collaboration

Working with partners is critical to achieving the information technology goals of UC San Diego Health. Our partnerships and collaborations allow us to expand our impact across the enterprise and beyond.
Connect application platform and best practices. Through the sharing of a common EMR, PHSO affiliated practices can improve overall patient care and reduce healthcare costs for PHSO’s managed populations.

The implementation of strategically affiliated practices on the UC San Diego Health Epic Community Connect platform provides many benefits for the affiliate and the PHSO. The affiliate benefits from a best in class EMR that enhances its patient engagement, practice management, patient care, quality, and revenue cycle tools. During the COVID-19 pandemic, primary care affiliates were able to leverage telehealth workflows in Epic to keep patients engaged through televisits which were up to 90% of their encounters at the peak of the pandemic. Overall, the number of affiliate telehealth visits grew 168% year over year, and most of the affiliates have >60% of their patients on MyChart as of September 2021.

For PHSO, the program has resulted in improved quality metrics and reduced costs for shared patients in the UC San Diego Health Accountable Care Organization as well as collaboration on new insurance products for the community. For payment year 2020, the average ACO affiliate cost per beneficiary per year was 24% below the CMS benchmark. The program has allowed PHSO to expand their provider network by adding new affiliate practices based on location and specialty. Existing affiliated practices have leveraged Epic to optimize their operations and continue to grow by acquiring or adding new locations and specialties to support their business objectives while enhancing the PHSO geographical coverage. The partnership between the PHSO and affiliated practices continues to prosper as increased benefits are realized by both partners.

An “Epic” Partnership:

UC San Diego Health and UC Irvine Health

In 2017, UC Irvine Health and UC San Diego Health entered an “Epic” partnership where the both health
A pre-pandemic PMO group meeting.
also provides unique opportunities for innovation, scholarship, and population health research.

The Epic shared environment between UC San Diego Health and UC Irvine Health is a part of a larger collaboration between the health systems on technology licensing, support, and implementation. This partnership is unique among the University of California health systems and has laid the groundwork for future UC-wide collaborations.

**Implementing Technology to Improve Medical Education**

Assessing and implementing educational technology for medical students is a challenge, but one that Lina Lander, ScD, is ideally suited to tackle. When Dr. Lander joined UC San Diego Health in 2017, she brought her years of experience as a professor and her expertise in technology to her role as Associate Dean, Education Technology, Innovation and Assessment. Her dual expertise helps bridge the space between technology and the needs of students in the School of Medicine (SOM), where she is an Associate Professor at the Department of Family Medicine.

Tasked with modernizing technology infrastructure at SOM, Dr. Lander quickly assessed that several technology systems being used at the School of Medicine could be improved to better serve the needs of faculty and students. She led the effort to phase out legacy systems and upgrade to more modern technology solutions. To improve the faculty workflows, Dr. Lander’s team moved the SOM to MedHub, software that provides a central source of evaluations and scheduling data for medical trainees.

As a former Apple Inc. Development Executive, Dr. Lander focused on improving student experience. This involved replacing an outdated online learning management system with Canvas to organize all course materials and easily share them with students.
Journey to High Reliability through Technology

The rapid improvements led by Dr. Lander took on a new significance when the COVID-19 global pandemic began. With little time to prepare, medical education at UC San Diego became fully remote in the spring of 2020. The technology put in place prior to the pandemic enabled a smooth transition to remote and hybrid education. The prior use of live-streaming for events was beneficial when medical education had to continue in a hybrid fashion. As Dr. Lander frequently states, “SOM is a truly special place, and it is an honor and a privilege to use technology to enable medical education and support our outstanding students, staff, and faculty.”

**Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) & UC Data Warehouse**

In 2016, UC San Diego Health established a local health system Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) database to align with industry data standards and enable cross UC analytics. OMOP’s Common Data Model (CDM) enables the consistent capture of information among different institutions. The CDM standardized the format and content of observational data so that applications, tools, and research methods can be applied across multiple datasets. Locally, UC San Diego Health utilizes OMOP for its state Quality Incentive Pool (QIP) reporting.

The OMOP CDM became the framework for the UC Data Warehouse (UCDW), a project of the University of California Office of the President that is a centralized data repository for all University of California academic health systems. This consolidation and standardization of data across UC Health organizations supports operational and research initiatives by expanding the information available to the University of California system.

At UC San Diego Health, analysts use the information in the UCDW to develop dashboards that track quality measures and create custom dashboards for special projects. Operations are enabled to work on cross-UC Leveraging Scale for Value programs, improving care for patients and realizing cost savings. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the analytics team created daily dashboards to locally track the pandemic. That same data was then available to other analysts and researchers across the UC system. The UCDW data was especially helpful for tracking COVID-19 metrics in the San Diego region and across California, providing medical system leadership and public health officials with information vital to making informed decisions on addressing the pandemic.
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